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ABSTRACT
Machine learning classifiers for human-facing tasks such as comment toxicity and misinformation often score highly on metrics
such as ROC AUC but are received poorly in practice. Why this gap?
Today, metrics such as ROC AUC, precision, and recall are used to
measure technical performance; however, human-computer interaction observes that evaluation of human-facing systems should
account for people’s reactions to the system. In this paper, we introduce a transformation that more closely aligns machine learning
classification metrics with the values and methods of user-facing
performance measures. The disagreement deconvolution takes in
any multi-annotator (e.g., crowdsourced) dataset, disentangles stable opinions from noise by estimating intra-annotator consistency,
and compares each test set prediction to the individual stable opinions from each annotator. Applying the disagreement deconvolution to existing social computing datasets, we find that current metrics dramatically overstate the performance of many human-facing
machine learning tasks: for example, performance on a comment
toxicity task is corrected from .95 to .73 ROC AUC.

1

INTRODUCTION

The machine learning classifiers that underpin modern social computing systems such as Facebook, Wikipedia, and Twitter are a
study in contrasts. On one hand, current performance metrics for
popular tasks such as comment toxicity classification and disinformation detection are extremely high, featuring up to .95 ROC
AUC [11, 72], making the problem appear nearly solved. On the
other hand, audits suggest that these algorithms’ performance is
in reality much poorer than advertised [56]. Even well-intentioned
platforms will continue to make highly-publicized mistakes [16]
until they can better align metrics with reality.
This disconnect between classifier performance and user-facing
performance is indicative of a larger disconnect between how machine learning (ML) and human-computer interaction (HCI) researchers evaluate their work. ML aims to evaluate technical performance, developing metrics that measure generalization error
over unseen examples such as precision, recall, and ROC AUC. HCI
instead aims to report user-facing experience, developing metrics
that measure direct user response or opinion such as agreement
rates, Likert scales, and behavioral outcomes. In many cases, common metrics used for technical performance are already aligned
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‘java’ in this sentence refer to coffee or the programming language?”
in word sense disambiguation. However, social computing tasks and
other common tasks in HCI often remain deeply contested, with
much lower levels of agreement amongst the population [12]. Our
goal is to incorporate an estimate of how contested each label will be
into ML metrics in an interpretable way, producing metrics that ask
not “What proportion of ground truth labels does the classifier agree
with?” but “What proportion of the population does the classifier
agree with?” For traditional ML tasks such as object classification,
the resulting metrics would likely be very similar; but in social
computing tasks and many others in HCI, the measurements could
diverge substantially.
Prior work has yet to develop a metric that achieves this goal. ML
researchers have begun training models to output a distribution of
labels and then evaluating that distribution, such as cross-entropy
compared to the distribution of annotators’ labels [44, 52, 53, 68, 71].
While cross-entropy acknowledges the existence of disagreement,
it doesn’t measure performance in a real-world setting because
in practice models for many social computing and HCI classification tasks often must make a single discrete decision [12]. This
means that a model that exactly reproduces the distribution can
achieve perfect technical performance but face poor user-facing
performance: YouTube’s demonetization pipeline must ultimately
decide whether to demonetize a video; a commenting platform
must decide whether to remove a comment; a social network must
decide whether to place a disinformation flag on a post. We therefore require a metric that asks: given a classifier can only make one
decision, what would each annotator think of it? Unfortunately, developing a metric that accounts for levels of disagreement directly
remains challenging because of label uncertainty [36]: even wellintentioned labelers can make accidental errors, misunderstand
questions, or even disagree with themselves later when asked the
same question a second time [14]. These challenges mean that the
observed distribution of labels may not reflect the true underlying distribution of beliefs. Developing a metric that represents the
proportion of the population that would agree with each classification decision requires a method that more precisely estimates that
proportion while factoring out possible errors.
Our method, the disagreement deconvolution, transforms any ML
classification metric to reflect the underlying distribution of population labels. We set our goal as identifying whether each label represents the annotator’s primary label—the label they would provide
the most often in an imagined scenario where they were to label the
item repeatedly over time—or intuitively, their dominant response
to the item when setting aside any errors, mistakes, or occasional inconsistencies. Our technique separates (deconvolves) the observed
set of labels into two sets: (1) labels that do not represent primary
labels, which might arise due to accident and error, and (2) primary
labels, which we use as the basis for evaluation metric. In other
words, the disagreement deconvolution first estimates an idealized
annotation process where each annotator always provides their
primary label. Then, when computing an evaluation metric such
as precision or ROC AUC, instead of comparing each prediction
to a single “ground truth”, we compare each prediction to multiple
different “ground truths”, once for each annotator’s primary label.
We derive this deconvolution by estimating 𝑝 flip , the probability

that a given annotation will differ from the annotator’s primary label. We demonstrate that 𝑝 flip can be directly estimated from many
existing crowdsourcing datasets, where a subset of questions were
asked multiple times as attention checks [34]. For datasets where
𝑝 flip is not directly measurable, we derive an approximation based
on the singular value decomposition of the item-annotation matrix.
The output of the disagreement deconvolution is a version of the
test set that comprises a distribution of annotators’ primary labels.
Any performance metric (e.g., precision, recall) can then sample
from this distribution to answer the question, “What distribution
of the population agrees with this classification?”
We apply the disagreement deconvolution to evaluate a set of
popular social computing tasks, finding that current metrics dramatically overstate the capabilities of classifiers for social computing
tasks. For instance, in the popular Jigsaw toxicity task where Jigsaw
claims that models achieve .95 ROC AUC, we find that even an
oracle classifier that perfectly predicts each aggregated annotation
could only achieve a disagreement-adjusted ROC AUC of .73. We
verify that applying the disagreement deconvolution to a sample of
classic ML tasks, like object recognition, results in little adjustment,
reinforcing that while today’s standard aggregated evaluation approach is indeed appropriate for classic ML tasks, it is unsuited to
social computing tasks.
Given our results, it seems likely that design, product, and research teams are at risk of training and launching classifiers that
they believe to be highly accurate but in practice are not. We envision that the disagreement deconvolution could be used to help
teams take a more human-centered view of the classifiers they are
creating. Instead of relying on a single aggregated pseudo-human,
this approach enables them to better understand how a collection
of individuals would respond to the decisions their classifiers make.
Using the disagreement deconvolution, our work also defines a
new oracle evaluation measure that estimates the best achievable
disagreement-adjusted performance by any classifier. We show that
this oracle evaluation can be computed as a diagnostic prior to collecting a full dataset, which allows teams to use this diagnostic to
guide task and ultimately product design. Teams can either iterate
on their task until they determine that the remaining disagreement
cannot be reasonably resolved (which may still produce poor performance) and/or design downstream methods to deal with contested
situations.

2

RELATED WORK

In this section, we motivate the disagreement deconvolution through
an integration of the social computing, crowdsourcing, humancomputer interaction, and machine learning research literatures.

2.1

Classifiers and disagreement in social
computing problems

Across tasks such as identifying toxic comments [31, 66], bot accounts [67], and misinformation [72], researchers and platforms
[40] increasingly turn to ML to aid their efforts [32]. Specifically,
these models are often trained using a supervised learning pipeline
where we:
(1) Collect a large dataset of individual beliefs, either generated
through crowdsourcing services that ask several labelers to
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annotate each item according to policy and then aggregate
the result into a single ground truth label (e.g., [21]), or
similarly by asking and then aggregating experts (e.g., [65]).
(2) Use those ground truth labels to train a model that produces
either a discrete binary prediction or a continuous probabilistic prediction for any given example.
(3) Evaluate the resulting model by comparing predictions to
the ground truth labels in a held-out test set.
For instance, in a Kaggle competition that received over 3,000
submissions, researchers were challenged to discover the bestperforming architecture in a toxicity detection task [38]. Facebook
makes the vast majority of moderation decisions through classifiers [8]. YouTube creates classifiers that decide which videos need
to be demonetized [15].
While modern deep learning techniques that rely on this pipeline
now outperform human judgment on many artificial intelligence
(AI) tasks such as image classification [21], the results for social
computing tasks remain problematic. Despite ostensibly strong reported test scores on these tasks [38, 62], the algorithms are roundly
criticized for making obvious mistakes [1]. Recent efforts seek to
reduce bias [48]; make models more robust to novel situations [29];
help models better interpret culturally situated language and behavior [30]. Yet there remains a stream of highly publicized mistakes
made by these models [1].
One potential explanation for these mistakes may be inherent
disagreement within the datasets they are trained on. While a large
body of work has established that disagreement exists and investigated its potential sources, less is known about the magnitude
of the limitations that this disagreement places on classifiers for
social computing tasks.
For instance, interviews with YouTube celebrities, journalists, scientists, politicians, and activists identified very different ideas about
what behavior each interviewee felt constituted harassment [46].
It’s not clear that simply providing a definition would improve
agreement: a study of hate speech annotation found that providing
annotators a definition of hate speech did little to improve their
agreement [57], with the authors claiming that a “clearer definition is necessary in order to be able to train a reliable classifier”
(but did not identify what such a definition might look like). A
separate study of hate speech detection labeled 24k tweets using
CrowdFlower and reported that while the intercoder-agreement
score provided by CF was 92%, only 5% of tweets were coded as
hate speech by the majority of coders and only 1.3% were coded
unanimously, indicating that the vast majority of tweets that might
be hate speech are contested. To create the popular CREDBANK
dataset, annotators were asked whether real-world events occurred
or not and while 76.54% of events had more than 70% agreement,
only 2% of events had 100% agreement among annotators [50].
There are many potential sources of this disagreement: hate
speech definitions vary significantly by country [58], and feminists’
annotations differ from antiracism activists’ annotations which
both differ from amateur annotations [69]. Expert moderators of a
popular Reddit subreddit often disagree with each other, finding
a Fleiss’ kappa for comments annotated by two moderators of
0.46, showing only modest agreement between moderators. Further,
moderators disagreed with each other on 29% of removed posts [45].
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Inter-rater agreement is significantly lower for women than for
men in a toxicity task, both under .5 Krippendorph’s alpha [10].
Together, this work tells us that there’s significant disagreement in
these tasks and that its often skewed towards the positive, minority
class. However, it remains unclear what level of performance we
can expect from models when creating classifiers for these tasks.
In this paper, we establish that this disagreement places fundamental limits on applying today’s widely adopted supervised
learning pipeline to these problems. We find that social computing
tasks cannot possibly achieve performance remotely comparable to
that of classic tasks like image detection. We demonstrate this by
computing disagreement-adjusted scores using an oracle classifier,
which achieves perfect scores on a standard aggregated test set. For
classic tasks, the disagreement-adjusted scores remain near perfect, but for social computing tasks, these scores drop dramatically.
We show how these fundamental limits are inherently hidden by
following the very pipeline that causes them.
Unlike prior work, which focuses its critique on the ML architecture [62], we derive our claim by measuring properties of the
datasets. We gather a series of datasets for diverse social computing
classification tasks such as toxicity detection and misinformation
classification, then disaggregate the data into individual labelers’
labels for each datapoint.

2.2

Approaches for collecting datasets with
disagreement

At the dataset collection stage, crowdsourcing researchers have
proposed a number of methods that aim to resolve annotator disagreement either by making task designs clearer or relying on annotators to resolve disagreement among themselves [13, 17, 23, 47, 60].
Other work aims to accurately capture the distribution of annotator
opinions [20, 23–25, 41]. Improvements in task design may also
come from a new specialization within ML that aims to develop
methodologies for data annotation for sociocultural data, drawing
from the work of archive scholars [30].
We first note that, in the social computing tasks that we investigate, much of the disagreement is likely irreducible, stemming from
the socially contested nature of questions such as “What does, and
doesn’t, cross the line into harassment?” amongst the population
and experts. The above methods may help resolve some disagreement in these datasets, but until such unlikely time as there is ever
to be a global consensus on questions such as what constitutes
harassment, we demonstrate that even an oracle classifier will be
disagreed with.
We therefore envision the disagreement deconvolution as a
complementary tool to methods aiming to improve the quality
of datasets. First, when used as a diagnostic, it can demonstrate
the need for such work in a dataset by showing the maximum
classification performance currently possible when the model is
deployed, given the level of disagreement in the dataset. Second, it
can be used to help track progress as researchers iterate on their
datasets. However, we note that methods aiming to resolve disagreement at annotation time could potentially be harmful to the
disagreement deconvolution’s accuracy were they to be overly aggressive, in which case even the dataset’s raw labels may have
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collapsed or hidden disagreement, rendering it more challenging
for the disagreement deconvolution to recover primary labels.
Our work relates to psychometric and survey design research
which has long been interested in test-retest, or reinterview, as a
foundation to understand the reliability of both qualitative items,
such as achievement tests, attitude questionnaires, and public opinion surveys, and quantitative items, such as most questions found
on a census [7, 28, 39, 54]. Seminal work in 1946 established that
while a single annotation is sufficient to establish upper and lower
bounds for a group’s level of agreement on quantitative data, testretest must be used to establish an upper bound for qualitative
data [34]. At a high level, our approach builds off of this idea and
uses test-retest annotations to understand a group’s distributions
of primary labels.

2.3

Evaluating models in the presence of
disagreement

2.3.1 Soft labels. When faced with uncertainty, researchers and
engineers often rely on models that predict probabilistic labels, representing the model’s predicted likelihood that an example belongs
to each class. Typically, these models are trained on a single label
for each example and output probabilistic labels that might (but
do not necessarily) represent disagreement between annotators.
Increasingly, researchers argue that these predictions should further embrace disagreement – rather than training on a single label
per example, they argue that models should explicitly train on soft
labels that represent the distribution of annotations found during
the annotation process, and that their predictions should match
these soft labels [44, 52, 53, 68, 71]. We agree that it is reasonable
to argue that a model that perfectly predicts such distributions has
reached its maximum technical performance at training time.
In practice, however, models for many social computing and HCI
classification tasks often must make a single discrete decision. If
the model is not itself acting as a discrete classifier, then a human
viewing that model’s output would act as a discrete classifier. For
example, YouTube’s demonetization pipeline must ultimately decide whether to demonetize a video; a commenting platform must
decide whether to remove a comment; a social network must decide
whether to place a disinformation flag on a post. So even a model
that can perfectly predict the distribution of annotations – and
would therefore score perfectly on existing evaluation approaches –
could make predictions that many users would disagree with when
deployed.
The disagreement deconvolution is therefore important for evaluating a model’s deployed performance regardless of how it was
trained and regardless of the type of labels it produces – it asks for
the single prediction that the model would ultimately make when
deployed, and tells you how well that prediction would perform.
Our goal is to precisely characterize the costs of using a single
discrete decision rather than modeling the entire distribution.
2.3.2 De-noising and de-weighting. If existing work has shown that
we can train models to accurately predict soft labels that represent
annotators’ distribution of opinions [53], why not simply use those
predicted soft labels as indicators of how well each different label
would perform, and compute metrics against them? The aim when

predicting soft labels is essentially raw disaggregation – to reproduce the raw underlying annotator distribution. However, this raw
distribution is contaminated by label noise and uncertainty. We
argue that the distribution of primary labels, rather than raw labels,
are the objects of interest.
We find these primary labels through a novel de-noising procedure. Existing de-noising procedures aim to remove noisy annotations by modeling their various sources [5, 19, 55]. Our de-noising
procedure is unique in that it specifically aims to identify primary
labels, or the label an annotator would provide most often were
they to repeatedly annotate the same example over a period of time.
Finally, one common approach to the issue of annotator disagreement is to simply de-weight or remove disagreed upon examples
from datasets, leaving only the items that feature strong agreement.
Though this can improve test accuracy in hate speech and sentiment
analysis [42, 69], we view this filtering technique as problematic
because it removes the most challenging items and hides beliefs
that the model’s end-users still hold, while ignoring the fact that
such examples will still exist when the model is deployed. The disagreement deconvolution demonstrates how models will perform
over these otherwise hidden examples.

2.4

HCI and ML

Our work draws on a recent thread of research integrating humancentered methods into ML systems. Interactive machine learning
seeks methods to integrate human insight into the creation of ML
models (e.g., [3, 27]). One general thrust of such research is to aid
the user in providing accurate and useful labels, so that the resulting
model is performant [17]. Research has also sought to characterize
best practices for designers and organizations developing such
classifiers [2, 4].
End users struggle to understand and reason about the resulting
classifiers. Many are unaware of their existence [26], and many
others hold informal folk theories as to how they operate [22].
In response, HCI researchers have engaged in algorithmic audits
to help hold algorithmic designers accountable and make their
decisions legible to end users [59].
Our work extends this literature, focusing on ameliorating issues
that developers and product teams face in reasoning about their
models and performance [51]. To do so, we propose an alternative
mental model for developers and product teams to reason about
performance metrics: rather than evaluating against labels from
aggregated pseudo-humans as is common today, our approach
enables developers and product teams to think of performance
metrics in terms of the proportion of the overall population that
would agree with the classifier.

3

DISAGREEMENT DECONVOLUTION

Within each dataset of annotator labels, some disagreement is the
result of labelers holding different opinions, meanwhile other disagreements are results of misunderstandings, errors, or even a
momentary change of heart. Faced with both inter-annotator and
intra-annotator disagreement, how should we determine whether
a classifier made the right prediction? We take the position that
classifiers should be judged against each annotator’s primary label:
the label they would provide the most often in an imagined scenario
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where they label the same item attentively and repeatedly without
memory of each prior label. In other words, even if an annotator
might sometimes label an article as misinformation and sometimes
not, we aim to identify the label they would apply most often if
they completed the task in multiple simultaneous parallel worlds.
In this section, we describe the disagreement deconvolution, an algorithm designed to transform a dataset of annotations into one that
allows sampling from the primary labels for each item, with random
noise and non-primary labels removed. From such a dataset, we are
able to compute disagreement-adjusted versions of any standard
classification metric and the metric now treats each annotator’s
primary label as individual ground truth values. Under such a metric, there can be many ground truths per example; for example,
“given each annotator’s primary label, 75% of annotators would
most likely believe this comment constitutes misinformation, and
the other 25% would most likely believe that it does not constitute
misinformation.”
The disagreement decovolution is compatible with any standard
classification metric, and for tasks with any number of classes. The
input to the deconvolution is a dataset with multiple annotators
labeling each item, commonly acquired from crowdsourcing services, which we refer to as the raw disaggregated dataset because it
contains individual annotators’ labels rather than a single aggregated (e.g., via majority vote) ground truth label. The output of the
disagreement deconvolution is an estimated distribution of primary
labels for each item in the dataset.
At a high level, our procedure:
(1) Estimates how often an annotator returns non-primary labels
for a particular item, which we call 𝑝 flip
(2) Uses 𝑝 flip to generate an adjusted label distribution 𝑝 ∗ of
annotators’ primary labels for that item
(3) Generates a new test set as a random draw from 𝑝 ∗
(4) Runs any performance metric over the new test set
For pedagogical clarity, we will begin by describing the high level
ideas using the case where 𝑝 flip is given as an input to our algorithm,
and defer the complexities of estimating 𝑝 flip to Section 4.

3.1

Estimate the population’s distribution of
primary labels from 𝑝 flip

We will begin by deriving how to transform an estimate of the
probability that an annotator will return a label differing from
the primary response for an item, 𝑝 flip , and the observed label
distribution 𝑝, into a distribution if every annotator returned their
primary label 𝑝 ∗ . 𝑝 is simply the distribution of responses for the
item in the raw disaggregated dataset (e.g., four “harassment” labels
and six “non-harassment” labels). We will defer the estimation of
𝑝 flip for now, and return to it once the overall procedure is clear.
The estimator that we propose subtracts 𝑝 flip from the observed
label distribution (since a 𝑝 flip -fraction of the labels are expected to
differ from the primary label), thresholds at zero, and re-normalizes
the distribution such that the probability over all labels sums to one.
Intuitively, we account for the fact that each label in the distribution
has a 𝑝 flip chance of not being a primary label. We can view this
procedure as interpolating between two regimes. On one hand, we
have disagreggation when 𝑝 flip = 0 and our estimator returns the
raw disaggregated distribution unmodified. On the other hand we
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have aggregation whenever 𝑝 flip is greater than the frequency of
all non-primary labels. In this case our procedure removes all the
probability mass from all labels but the primary one, and returns
one consensus label for each example, equivalent to a majority
vote aggregation. If 𝑝 flip is between these values, we can intuitively
think of the procedure as “sharpening” the distribution by reducing
the weight on the minority class, since a 𝑝 flip proportion of the
minority responses were mistakes or other non-primary labels.
We can derive this estimator more formally under a particular
generative model for label noise. Consider the general 𝐾-class classification problem with labels 𝑦 and examples 𝑥. In this generative
process, we first draw the primary label 𝑦 ∗ from 𝑝 ∗ (𝑦 | 𝑥) and then
draw an indicator 𝑧 flip that is positive with probability 𝑝 flip (𝑥) to
determine whether we observe the primary label or some other
random label 𝑦other from the other 𝐾 − 1 choices.
Let Categorical(𝑆, 𝑝) be the categorical distribution over elements of a set 𝑆 with probability distribution 𝑝, then we can state
the generative model as
𝑦 ∗ | 𝑥 ∼ Categorical([𝐾], 𝑝 ∗ (𝑦 | 𝑥))
𝑦other | 𝑦 ∗ ∼ Categorical([𝐾] \ {𝑦 ∗ }, 1/(𝐾 − 1))
𝑧 flip | 𝑥 ∼ Bernoulli(𝑝 flip (𝑥))
∗

𝑦 | 𝑦 , 𝑦other, 𝑧 flip = 𝑦 ∗ (1 − 𝑧 flip ) + 𝑦other𝑧 flip

Given the true 𝑝 flip < 1/𝐾 and 𝑝 (𝑦 | 𝑥), we can identify 𝑝 ∗ (𝑦 | 𝑥)
as
𝑝 ∗ (𝑦 | 𝑥) =

𝑝 (𝑦|𝑥) − 𝑝 flip (𝑥)/(𝐾 − 1)
(1)

1 − 𝐾𝑝 flip (𝑥)/(𝐾 − 1)

This follows directly from expanding the marginal distribution over
𝑦 and solving for 𝑝 ∗,
𝑝 (𝑦|𝑥) = (1 − 𝑝 flip (𝑥))𝑝 ∗ (𝑦 | 𝑥) + (1 − 𝑝 ∗ (𝑦 | 𝑥))𝑝 flip (𝑥)/(𝐾 − 1)
We can now directly plug in any estimate of 𝑝 flip to estimate 𝑝 ∗ (𝑦 |
𝑥). However, this estimator can be problematic, as estimation errors may result in 𝑝 flip (𝑥)/(𝐾 − 1) > 𝑝 (𝑦 | 𝑥) implying negative
probabilities for 𝑝 ∗ (𝑦 | 𝑥) which is clearly impossible. We take
the straightforward approach of constraining our noise estimate to
𝑝 flip (𝑥)/(𝐾 −1) < 𝑝 (𝑦 | 𝑥), which results in the following estimator,
Equation 2:
𝑝ˆ (𝑦 | 𝑥) :=

3.2

max(𝑝 (𝑦 | 𝑥) − 𝑝 flip (𝑥)/(𝐾 − 1), 0)
1 − 𝐾𝑝 flip (𝑥)/(𝐾 − 1)

.

(2)

Sample a test set of primary labels

Once we have found our distribution of primary labels, we can
sample our new test set. We can think of 𝑝 ∗ (𝑦 | 𝑥) as representing
an estimated distribution of the primary labels for each example,
with the random noise and non-primary annotations removed. From
this distribution, we can randomly sample many annotations per
example, and add each to our test set. We recommend drawing at
least ten annotations per item, to obtain a reasonable approximation
of the distribution of primary labels.
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Run any metric to evaluate an oracle or
existing model against the new test set

The newly sampled test set can now be used in any downstream
evaluation as a noise-free test set consisting solely of primary labels.
This means that we can compute disagreement-adjusted versions
of any classifier evaluation metric (e.g. accuracy or ROC AUC) by
computing the metric over the disaggregated labels in the sampled
test set. Disaggregation treats each annotator’s primary label as a
potential ground truth label and ensures that models cannot achieve
perfect performance simply by predicting the majority label for
each example.
Examining the disaggregated dataset makes it clear that there are
fundamental limits to the performance of any classifier. The best
that a model can do on an example is predicting the majority label,
but this will still incur errors over annotators whose primary labels
differ from the majority. We show that it is possible to estimate an
upper bound to any classifier’s performance via an oracle classifier.
The oracle classifier is one that is able to know the distribution
of annotators’ labels and always predicts the majority annotation
for each example. We can construct this oracle classifier explicitly
using any given dataset - we simply set the prediction of the oracle
on each example to be the majority label.
The oracle is particularly useful, as it can be constructed with
very few samples and used as a diagnostic when designing and
evaluating data collection procedures. For instance, 1000 examples
might be far too few examples to train a high-performance classifier but oracle classifier performance can be estimated reliably,
since constructing an oracle classifier only requires that we be
able to identify the majority label in each example. This enables
researchers to collect small pilot datasets and easily identify inherent disagreement and the upper bound on potential classifier
performance.

4

FINDING 𝑝 flip

Above, we assumed that we already knew 𝑝 flip and used it as input to
the disagreement deconvolution. In this section, we discuss how to
compute 𝑝 flip . We first discuss an ideal case in which we can directly
compute 𝑝 flip for each individual annotator+example combination.
As the data for such an ideal case would rarely be feasible to collect,
we then discuss two methods that estimate 𝑝 flip using data many
datasets would already contain.

4.1

Ideal computation

How can we estimate 𝑝 flip , the probability that a given annotation
will flip away from the most common response the annotator would
provide to the question? 𝑝 flip is a function of both the annotator
and the example.
Our insight is that 𝑝 flip for a given annotator and example can
be derived from an observed test-retest disagreement rate, the rate
at which an annotator provides the same label when asked the
same question twice. Intuitively, if an annotator disagrees with
themselves in a binary task when shown the same example twice,
then at least one of these annotations is not their primary label
and can be considered either random noise or a non-primary label.
On the other hand, if an annotator agrees with themselves, either
both annotations represent their primary belief (occurring with

probability (1 − 𝑝 flip ) 2 , or both annotations are flipped from their
2 ). We call this test-retest selfprimary belief (with probability 𝑝 flip
disagreement rate 𝑟 self-disagree . So, if we observe a sufficiently large
number of test-retests, we expect 𝑟 self-disagree to follow
2
𝑟 self-disagree = 1 − ((1 − 𝑝 flip ) 2 + 𝑝 flip
)

To solve for 𝑝 flip , we simplify this into a quadratic equation


2
2
𝑟 self-disagree = 1 − (1 − 𝑝 flip ) 2 + 𝑝 flip
= 2𝑝 flip − 2𝑝 flip
which we can then solve as Equation 3:
p
1 − 1 − 2𝑟 self-disagree
𝑝 flip =
.
2

(3)

The above approach is idealized and relies on every annotator
providing several test-retests for each example. This is rarely feasible to collect, so we now introduce two methods to estimate 𝑝 flip
using data that many machine learning datasets already contain. In
the first estimate, we stratify test-retest annotations into buckets
of similar examples. In the second estimate, we require no testretest annotations at all, relying on singular value decomposition to
determine whether an annotation is an annotator’s primary label.

4.2

Stratified estimation

How can we estimate 𝑝 flip , without requiring many test-retest annotations for each example+annotator combination? We draw on
the intuition that, across all annotators, some items are much easier
to label than others. Some items, for example, may be clear harassment, and annotators are unlikely to flip on these; other items exist
in a gray area, and annotators are much more likely to flip if they
encounter the item again later. So, we base our estimate on the
insight that if two examples are likely to have similar 𝑝 flip values,
then we can combine their test-retest annotations to determine
that 𝑝 flip value. We call this stratified estimation, or 𝑝 flip_strata . In
stratified estimation, we compute test-retest disagreement rates by
aggregating test-retest annotations across examples that we expect
to have, on average, similar test-retest disagreement rates.
Strata could potentially be defined by many variables that seem
likely to predict 𝑟 self-disagree ; how should we define them? We
choose to define strata based on the overall level of disagreement
for the item, which can be defined as the percentage of labels in the
non-majority class. For example, if 60% of annotators label an item
as harassment and 40% as non-harassment, the level of disagreement is .4. We choose this definition of strata under the assumption
that the items that are the most disagreed upon will behave differently than those where (nearly) everyone agrees, which could
potentially explain much of the variance in test-retest disagreement
rates between examples.
The upside of this approach is that, unlike in the ideal computation, we can perform the disagreement deconvolution on examples
or annotators for which we have few or no test-retest annotations,
so long as there are other examples in the stratum that do have
test-retest annotations.
This method introduces a new bias-variance tradeoff: defining
strata bounds to be larger will result in a lower variance but higher
bias, because the more examples it can include, the more stable
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𝑟 self-disagree can be, but the less accurate it might be for a particular
example. Small strata will have the reverse.
Once we have observed 𝑟 self-disagree , we can derive 𝑝 flip_strata
using Equation 3. Then, for any example, we simply determine
which strata in falls into, and the 𝑝 flip_strata we computed for that
strata is the 𝑝 flip we use for this example. In practice, we find that
this strata-based method of estimation is applicable to most datasets.

4.3

SVD estimation

While collecting test-retest data is a common practice in some
fields for understanding dataset reliability, some datasets used for
machine learning do not contain it (e.g., [6, 33]). How might we
measure 𝑝 flip without test-retest data?
Consider the following thought experiment: what if we had
access to an oracle that could predict each person’s primary labels
perfectly? In this case, the error rate of this per-annotator predictor
would exactly be 𝑝 flip . Thus, we can view the problem of estimating
𝑝 flip as being equivalent to estimating the optimal per-annotator
classifier.
Algorithms used for recommender systems, such as the singular
value decomposition (SVD) of the item-annotation matrix can be
thought of as per-annotator classifiers. We can therefore estimate
𝑝 flip using SVD, which we call 𝑝 flip_svd . SVD relies on finding patterns across annotator behavior to predict an annotator’s rating for
each item. In this sense, it borrows signal from other similar annotators to fill in estimates of a annotator of interest. This approach
seems particularly well-suited to many social computing problems
because these tasks are often in domains where people often exhibit strong group effects such as political opinions [37], meaning
many annotations will be somewhat stable and predictable between
groups of people. On the other hand, SVD is poorly suited to predicting outliers: disagreement that is stable within an individual
but cannot be attributed to groups.
Of course, beyond struggling with outliers, SVD’s performance
can vary depending on a variety of factors, and it will often be
far from an oracle predictor of per-annotator primary labels. But
the closer we can get to an oracle classifier, the more accurate
our estimate of 𝑝 flip_svd will be. Therefore, we propose the following approach to using SVD to estimate the optimal per-annotator
classification error.
Consider that the goal of the SVD predictor is to approximate
the optimal per-annotator label prediction. In practice, that SVD
models are far from optimal when evaluated on a held-out test set.
One reason for this is that the existing datasets often do not contain
enough annotations, with many annotators in the dataset rating
very few examples (making it difficult to confidently assign annotators to latent groups) and many examples having few annotations.
This results in substantially lower accuracy and higher 𝑝 flip_svd
compared to test-retest estimates. So, as an alternative, we estimate
𝑝 flip_svd using the error rate of the SVD model on the training data.
Using training (rather than test) error reverses the bias of the finitesample effects, resulting in more optimistic 𝑝 flip_svd estimates that
we found in our experiments closely match the test-retest based
estimates. For instance, the mean 𝑝 flip_svd value across the entire
Jigsaw toxicity dataset (discussed in the Measurements section) is
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.163 when computed using the training set, and .222 using a heldout test set. The more optimistic value is closer to the value we find
using a stratified test-retest estimate, of .122. Estimating error via
the training set is usually discouraged, as training set error is not
an upper bound on generalization error and can lead to overfitting.
However, these drawbacks are not inherently problematic in our
setting as we do not care about upper bounding the generalization
error of the SVD model, and only require that its performance provide accurate 𝑝 flip_svd estimates. For this approach to work well, it
is critical to tune hyperparameters (such as the number of factors
or epochs) on a held-out validation set because our approach relies on SVD generalizing to the task as best it possibly can. This
tuning must be performed on a validation set because overfitting
to the training set would result in accuracies that are far too high,
meaning 𝑝 flip_svd estimates would be far too low.
Following this process, we recommend following the stratification estimation procedure to estimate more precise 𝑝 flip_svd values
for specific items, where 𝑝 flip_svd is 1 - SVD accuracy for each stratum.
In summary, our proposed procedure is:
(1) Split the dataset into training and validation sets (no test set
is needed).
(2) Create an SVD model on the training set, where users are
annotators and examples are items.
(3) Tune hyperparameters using the validation set.
(4) Compute SVD’s accuracy over the training set.
(5) Stratify examples and compute 𝑝 flip_svd as 1 - SVD accuracy
for each stratum.

5

MEASUREMENTS

In this section, we apply the disagreement deconvolution to three
social computing and two classic machine learning tasks. We sought
out datasets for tasks that are broadly representative of popular
social computing or classic ML tasks and common in discourse in
social computing or ML literature, while remaining distinct from
one another.
We use the disagreement deconvolution to compute disagreementadjusted metrics for oracle models: models that always predict the
majority aggregated annotation. Similar in concept to a Bayes optimal classifier [18], an oracle model’s disagreement-adjusted scores
are the highest possible scores that any classifier could ever hope
to achieve on the task.
With a standard aggregated test set, an oracle model will always
receive perfect scores on metrics such as accuracy, ROC AUC, precision and recall; whereas following the disagreement deconvolution,
the oracle model will only get credit in proportion to the distribution of labelers who select the aggregated class as their primary
class, which can be far from perfect. The oracle model’s metrics can
thus be understood as the percentage of the population that would
assign credit (based on the metric) for making the most popular
class prediction for each example. If even an oracle classifier cannot
achieve high performance, then we urge caution when training and
deploying a machine learning model for the task.
We evaluate these oracle models against test sets created with
both the disagreement deconvolution and, as a baseline, raw disaggregation. For an oracle model, raw disaggregation establishes a
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lower bound for disagreement-adjusted scores because it assumes
that all annotations represent an annotator’s primary label and
does not remove errors. The fact that raw disaggregation is a lower
bound follows from the observation that the disagreement deconvolution always sharpens the distribution toward the more popular
class for each example.
We aim to answer the following questions in this analysis:
(1) What are the disagreement-adjusted scores of social computing tasks for theoretical oracle models?
(2) How do the estimates from the disagreement deconvolution
compare to a raw disaggregated dataset (𝑝 flip = 0)?
(3) Are there categorical differences in the amount of adjustment
(disagreement) between social computing tasks and classic
ML tasks?
(4) How closely does the SVD-based 𝑝 flip_svd approximate the
more data intensive 𝑝 flip_strata ?
We’ll first briefly describe our five datasets. To help illustrate
the process of applying the disagreement deconvolution, we’ll then
walk through a worked example with the Jigsaw dataset. Finally,
we’ll report and discuss results from all five tasks.

5.1

Dataset Descriptions

5.1.1 Jigsaw toxicity. The Jigsaw Unintended Bias in Toxicity Classification dataset was developed by Google Jigsaw with the aim
of supporting the development of machine learning classifiers to
remove toxic comments from the web. The dataset consists of 1.8
million comments, each rated by 4–10 annotators whether or not the
comment is toxic. Following common crowdsourcing practice [43],
the dataset was collected by adaptively sampling more annotators
for the examples with the highest uncertainty. This dataset contains
100,696 test-retest annotations, so we are able to estimate 𝑝 flip from
stratified estimation.
Precision and recall are the most appropriate metrics for this
task, given we are primarily interested in the positive class but the
dataset is heavily imbalanced towards the negative class. We also
include ROC AUC because it is the metric used in Jigsaw’s popular
Kaggle competition. The best published model on this task has a
traditional ROC AUC of .95.
5.1.2 Credibility-Factors2020. This dataset aims to support the
development of better tools for misinformation [9]. This dataset
is a subset of a broader dataset of 2000 articles:1 these 50 articles
have been extensively annotated by crowd workers and climate
experts for credibility on a 5-point Likert scale. Each example was
annotated by 49 students, 26 Upwork workers, 3 science, and 3
journalism experts. We focus on the annotations created by the 26
Upwork workers. The dataset has a Fleiss Kappa score of 0.24.
This dataset does not include any test-retest annotations, so we
used SVD to approximate 𝑝 flip . Though the dataset is very small in
its number of examples, the fact that every example was labeled by
all 26 Upworkers provides hope that SVD would be able to model
most of the signal present in the data. Given the small size of this
dataset, modeling all 5 discrete classes would be challenging, so

we collapsed the 5-point Likert scale into a 3-point scale representing not credible, not sure, and credible. We use accuracy as our
classification metric.
5.1.3 Get Another Label: PG13+. This dataset [61] is a classic dataset
in crowdsourcing optimization, used to support machine learning
models that detect adult content on webpages. The possible annotations are split into P, G, R, B, and X. The dataset2 contains over
100k examples with between 1 and 30 annotations per example. We
drop all examples with fewer than 3 labels. Like with the Jigsaw
dataset, the number of annotators for each example grows with the
uncertainty of the example: unanimous responses contain fewer
labels. This dataset contains 5,840 test-retest annotations, so we are
able to estimate 𝑝 flip from stratified estimation.
5.1.4 Word Sense Disambiguation. As a classic machine learning
task in NLP, word sense disambiguation presents a sentence with a
highlighted word and then requires an algorithm to choose which
of several different meanings (senses) of the word are intended.
This dataset3 annotates a portion of the SemEval Word Sense Disambiguation Lexical Sample task.
The dataset had over 177 examples with 10 annotations per
example. It did not contain test-retest annotations, so we used SVD
to approximate 𝑝 flip .
5.1.5 CIFAR-10h. CIFAR-10 is a classic task in computer vision,
focusing on image classification across 10 basic classes such as
automobile, bird, or cat. The CIFAR-10h dataset [53] contains 10,000
CIFAR-10 images each labeled by 50 annotators. Given the large
number of classes and balanced dataset, accuracy is a good metric
for this task. This dataset does not contain test-retest annotations,
so we computed 𝑝 flip_svd .

5.2

Applying The Disagreement Deconvolution
to Jigsaw

For illustrative purposes, we will walk through the application of
the disagreement deconvolution to the Jigsaw dataset.
5.2.1 Estimate 𝑝 flip . The Jigsaw dataset contains 100,696 test-retest
annotations, meaning we can potentially estimate 𝑝 flip using either the ideal computation or 𝑝 flip_strata . Very few examples in this
dataset have more than two test-retest annotations, indicating that
𝑝 flip_strata is more appropriate.
We now determine the width of our strata. Given the larger
number of test-retest annotations, we choose buckets that increase
monotonically by .05 from 0 to 1, creating 20 strata to capture many
fine gradations between “high agreement” and “high disagreement”
We proceed as follows: for each strata, we compute the test-retest
disagreement rate. For example, in the (.55, .6] strata, the test-retest
disagreement rate 𝑟 self-disagree = 0.291. Applying this rate into
Equation 3, which transforms 𝑟 self-disagree into 𝑝 flip_strata , we find
𝑝 flip = 0.176. We repeat this process for each strata, resulting in 20
𝑝 flip_strata values.
5.2.2 Compute primary label distributions. Armed with our 𝑝 flip_strata
values, we can now estimate the population’s primary label distribution for each example. For instance, take an example with 10 total
2 https://github.com/ipeirotis/Get-Another-Label/tree/master/data

1 https://data.world/credibilitycoalition/2019-study

3 https://sites.google.com/site/nlpannotations/
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annotations, 6 annotators voting toxic and 4 voting non-toxic. In addition to 𝑝 flip_strata for the (.55, .6] strata, our formula also requires
𝑝 (𝑦 = 1 | 𝑥), which for this example is .6 because 60% of annotators
provided this label. Plugging these values into Equation 2, we find
.54. Similarly, if we repeat this process for the negative class, we
find .28. We therefore estimate that for this example, 54% of annotations are for the toxic class, 28% for the non-toxic class, and 18%
are non-primary labels. We repeat this process for every example
to find the percent of primary labels that fall into each class.
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using stratified test-retest estimation. As a sanity check to establish the possible range we might expect from these scores, we can
compute standard binomial confidence intervals over 𝑟 self-disagree
for each stratum and propagate the resulting 5th and 95th percentile 𝑟 self-disagree through our algorithm, resulting in bounds of
0.773–0.781 precision and 0.477–0.496 recall.
The disagreement-adjusted performance is also dramatically
lower than the perfect 1.0 for the standard evaluation regime for
the credibility classification task, at 62.6% accuracy. Adult content
rating comes in at a less severe but still low 79.5% accuracy. These
5.2.3 Sample a new test set. Armed with our primary label distriare the highest possible scores that any classifier for these tasks
bution, we can now sample a new test set. We first need to choose
could ever receive, when we take into account the primary labels
a number of annotations to sample. As this number goes to inof each annotator.
finity, we would exactly represent the distribution. To ensure the
For comparison, we computed the same performance metrics
simulated test set remains a reasonable size, we select 10. For each
using raw disaggregation. For the Jigsaw and credibility tasks, the
example, we then use a weighted choice function to randomly select
disagreement deconvolution produced notably higher scores (.774
an annotation in {0, 1, non-primary label} with weights 𝑝ˆ (𝑥 |𝑦 = 0),
vs .710 precision for Jigsaw, and 62.6% vs 49.1% accuracy for credibil𝑝ˆ (𝑥 |𝑦 = 1), and 1 − (𝑝ˆ (𝑥 |𝑦 = 1) + 𝑝ˆ (𝑥 |𝑦 = 0), and add annotations
ity), indicating that some of the penalties from raw disaggregation
in classes 0 or 1 to the test set as a label for that example.
represent error or non-primary labels. These results highlight the
importance of using the disagreement deconvolution to obtain esti5.2.4 Apply existing metrics to the test set. Finally, armed with
mates that remove such annotations. In the adult content task, we
our new test set, we compute disagreement-adjusted performance
saw that the difference was far smaller, at 79.1% vs 79.5%, indicatresults using any existing metric. While a typical test set only has
ing that nearly all of the disagreement between annotators is true
one true value and one prediction per example, ours has ten: each
disagreement in primary labels.
of the true values was drawn from the stochastic objects for that
Our classic ML tasks, WSD and CIFAR-10h, were penalized far
example, while the predicted value remains the constant. We discuss
less by the disagreement deconvolution, indicating far less disour results later in this section.
agreement in the population about these tasks. Both of these tasks
had high raw disaggregated performance to begin with, indicat5.2.5 Estimating 𝑝 flip_svd . The Jigsaw dataset contained test-retest
ing that the large majority of annotators already agree with each
data, meaning we could derive 𝑝 flip from observed test-retest disexample’s aggregated label. WSD’s disagreement-adjusted accuagreement. For illustrative purposes, we also report the SVD estimaracy is 99.7%, compared to a 98.7% raw disaggregated accuracy,
tion method, 𝑝 flip_svd . We use the Python library, Surprise, to train
indicating very little disagreement in the dataset. In CIFAR-10h,
an SVD model, treating the example IDs as items, the annotator
disagreement-adjusted accuracy is 91.1% vs. 90.1% for raw disagIDs as users, and the annotations as ratings. We split our dataset
gregation, suggesting more disagreement than WSD but very little
into a random 80/20 train/validation set because, as we note in
error or inconsistency.
the methods section, our approach is a rare instance in which the
Comparing the SVD estimates of 𝑝 flip to the stratified estimates
training set will itself function as our ultimate test set. We fine-tune
of 𝑝 flip , we confirm that SVD is a more optimistic estimate by obtwo hyperparameters: number of epochs and number of factors
serving that it leads to higher disagreement-adjusted scores. For
using a basic grid search on the validation set. We then compute
example, our Jigsaw’s disagreement-adjusted precision was .734
predictions over our training set, split each training example into
when we estimated 𝑝 flip using stratified estimate, and .806 using
strata (in this case, we use the same strata we defined above when
the SVD estimate.
we we estimated 𝑝 flip_strata ). Within each strata, we take all the
Finally, to move beyond oracle models and understand how topredictions and compute their accuracy, resulting in one accuracy
day’s real models fare, we evaluated a Jigsaw model trained using
value per strata. Each strata’s 𝑝 flip_svd is then 1 − 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦.
the most upvoted architecture on the Jigsaw Kaggle competition’s
discussion page, an LSTM architecture created with Keras and gen5.3 Results
sim embeddings [38]. We find that this model achieves a ROC AUC
Table 1 summarizes the results of computing traditional standard agof .973, precision of .527, and recall of .827 (precision and recall are
gregated performance, raw disaggregated performance, and disagreement- computed with a soft label threshold of 0.5) over a standard aggreadjusted performance for an oracle model for all five tasks. The
gated test set. We note this ROC AUC is slightly higher than any
standard aggregated performance is always a perfect score, so it
competition submission scored, likely because the competition’s
serves to highlight the potentially drastic difference between a
scores were adjusted to balance overall performance with various
“perfect” model when we ignore disagreement and when we do not.
aspects of unintended bias. When we evaluate this model against a
We first focus on the three social computing datasets: Jigsaw
test set created using the disagreement deconvolution, it achieves
toxicity detection, credibility classification, and adult content rata ROC AUC of .726, precision of .514, and recall of .499, far lower
ing. For the Jigsaw task, the disagreement-adjusted performance is
performance than the metrics computed against an aggregated test
dramatically lower than the perfect 1.0 for the standard evaluation
set suggest.
regime, at .774 precision and .494 recall when we compute 𝑝 flip
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Task

Test Set Created Using...

𝑝 flip Estimator

Mean 𝑝 flip

ROC AUC

Precision

Recall

Accuracy

All tasks

Standard aggregation

n/a

0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

Jigsaw
Jigsaw
Jigsaw

Disagreement deconvolution
Disagreement deconvolution
Raw disaggregation

Test-retest strata
SVD
n/a

0.122
0.163
0

0.734
0.806
0.697

0.774
0.806
0.710

0.494
0.623
0.413

n/a
n/a
n/a

Credibility
Credibility

Disagreement deconvolution
Raw disaggregation

SVD
n/a

0.302
0

n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a

62.6%
49.1%

PG13+
PG13+
PG13+

Disagreement deconvolution
Disagreement deconvolution
Raw disaggregation

Test-retest strata
SVD
n/a

0.054
0.226
0

n/a
n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a
n/a

79.5%
83.5%
79.1%

WSD
WSD

Disagreement deconvolution
Raw disaggregation

SVD
n/a

0.100
0

n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a

99.7%
98.7%

CIFAR-10h
CIFAR-10h

Disagreement deconvolution
Raw disaggregation

SVD
n/a

0.114
0

n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a

91.1%
90.1%

Table 1: Oracle models, for 3 social computing and 2 classic ML tasks, evaluated against test sets created from both disagreement
deconvolution and raw disaggregation. While these models would all achieve perfect 1.0 scores against a standard aggregated
test set, we find that our 3 social computing tasks perform far worse when we treat each individual annotator’s primary label
as ground truths. In two cases, they also perform notably better than naively computing metrics again raw disaggregation
would suggest, indicating that annotators provided a substantial number of annotations that do not represent their primary
labels. By comparison, we find that classic ML tasks suffer far less from the issue of disagreement, and that standard aggregated
metrics are good estimates of their performance.

5.4

Validation

Finally, we aim to validate the disageement deconvolution’s estimations. Validation requires that metrics computed over the disagreement deconvolution’s transformation of a standard test set should
be close to metrics computed over an idealized test set where we
know, for each item, every annotator’s primary label: the label each
annotator would provide most often.
Obtaining such an idealized test set is typically infeasible; however, a subset of the Jigsaw dataset affords us an opportunity much
closer to ideal than is typical. We subset Jigsaw to cases where
annotators provided >= 3 annotations on the same example over a
period of time, allowing us to treat the annotator’s modal annotation for each item as their primary label to construct an idealized
test set, 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖 . A standard test set, 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑠 , randomly samples only one
annotation per annotator for those same items. If the disagreement
deconvolution (DD) works, then applying the DD to 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑠 while
holding out data from the idealized test set during DD’s estimation
process would find that Accuracy and ROCAUC results computed
over a DD-transformed 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑠 are closer to those metrics computed
over 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖 than to 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑠 without DD.
We indeed find that this is the case. The Jigsaw dataset contains
2662 instances (across 𝑁 = 577 items) where at least one annotator
provided >= 3 annotations, representing 2662 annotators’ primary
labels on those items. DD brings 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑠 accuracy 27.4% closer to
accuracy computed over 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖 (computed against our paper’s oracle
model’s predictions), and ROCAUC 35.5% closer.

We can follow a similar protocol to examine the specific steps
within the disagreement deconvolution: our sharpening procedure
and 𝑝 𝑓 𝑙𝑖𝑝 estimation. For sharpening, we test whether the mean
K-L divergence of 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖 ’s label distribution vs the disagreement
deconvolution’s sharpened 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑠 distribution, is smaller than than
the K-L divergence of 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖 vs the unsharpened 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑠 . We find this
is true, with a K-L divergence of 0.38 compared to 0.66. For 𝑝 𝑓 𝑙𝑖𝑝 ,
we want the estimated 𝑝 𝑓 𝑙𝑖𝑝 to be reasonably close to the mean
𝑝 𝑓 𝑙𝑖𝑝 we observe from 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖 , which is .101 ( 10% chance of flipping).
We indeed find that 𝑝 flip_strata is 0.112, and 𝑝 flip_svd is .136, echoing
our paper’s claim that stratification is best when feasible.

6

DISCUSSION

In this section, we reflect on the limitations of our approach, as
well as how designers and product teams might be impacted by it.

6.1

Limitations and Future Work

We believe that the disagreement deconvolution, by comparison to
the standard evaluation approach procedure used today, presents a
step forward in establishing useful performance estimates for social
computing classifiers. As with any evaluation approach, there are
several limitations and future directions worth discussing:
6.1.1 Weighting mistakes. The disagreement deconvolution maintains the interpretability characteristics of existing metrics, and
enables us to adjust them for disagreements across annotators. In
doing so, we effectively take the position that we would like to avoid
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penalizing a model when an annotator cannot make up their mind
about an example, which is why we give full credit if the model predicts an annotators’ primary label. However, there are drawbacks to
taking this position, which may render disagreement deconvolution
a less realistic portrait of performance when deployed: even if an annotator would have accepted their non-primary label as correct, the
model does not receive credit for predicting that non-primary label.
For instance, when a fact checker disagrees with themselves when
they see the same article again, the disagreement is probably not
because they made a mistake or are randomly selecting labels, but
because there is some probability mass they will answer with each
label, depending on what parts of the article they’re focusing on at
the moment. In these cases, it is possible that an annotator might to
some extent agree with either decision a classifier makes, though
perhaps more strongly agreeing with one answer than another.
A future version of the disagreement deconvolution could address the challenge of evaluating models when annotators might
accept multiple answers by addressing a related challenge: when a
classifier is deployed, not all errors have the same cost. For instance,
if a model predicts an annotator’s non-primary label, it is possible
that the annotator may still accept the non-primary label and the
cost of that error might be quite low. Other errors, however, may
have a very high cost. Future work could evaluate classifications
using annotator-specific utility values for each decision a classifier
makes [35], and weight errors accordingly.
6.1.2 Mathematical assumptions. Assumptions are a universal challenge inherent to every effort to create an evaluation procedure for
ML tasks. Our aim with the disagreement deconvolution was to
create an evaluation procedure that is more thoughtful about these
assumptions for social computing tasks than are today’s established
evaluation approaches, yet remains feasible to compute with standard datasets. While not perfect, we believe that our evaluation
procedure represents a significant step forward compared to the
established procedures in use today.
We sought assumptions consistent with existing data collection
efforts (e.g., a few test-retests on a subset of annotators) because
we want this to be a widely usable measure. We can trade weaker
assumptions for more extensive data collection. For instance, we
assuming that labels other than the primary label would be chosen
with the probability of 1/(𝐾 − 1), and could remove this uniform
𝐾 − 1 assumption by asking for 𝐾 times more test-retest data from
each annotator. Similarly, we could avoid stratification by asking
every annotator to perform many test-retests.
If test-retest rates are heterogeneous, sharpening may not reduce noise. However, oversharpening would require an unusual
number of non-primary labels to independently arise on one item;
this probability diminishes exponentially with the number of annotators. So, it is unlikely—and our validation above clarifies that
sharpening improves the distribution’s K-L divergence relative to
an unsharpened baseline.
Finally, we note that an annotator’s primary label may change
over time, though most crowdsourcing tasks do not assume this
happens within the limited timeframe of annotators’ work.
6.1.3 Annotators representing end-users. A related limitation lies
in a core assumption that often stymies ML systems when deployed:
the annotators who create a dataset that is used to train and evaluate
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a model may not be representative of the stakeholders in that model
when deployed. Though all evaluation approaches will suffer when
this is not true, this issue can potentially be more pronounced when
computing disagreement-adjusted metrics than when computing
aggregated metrics, because aggregation can potentially mask some
differences in the distributions.

6.1.4 Errors. Finally, while we provide guidelines as to which features of a dataset indicate disagreement deconvolution might produce accurate results for your dataset, and sanity-checks to help
ensure reasonable results, we leave mathematical robustness claims
that establish formal bounds of the errors disagreement deconvolution might make to future work. This includes potential errors
introduced by our estimation approaches for 𝑝 flip .

6.2

Implications For Design

Our disagreement-adjusted scores demonstrate that even an oracle
model would perform poorly on popular, state of the art toxicity
and misinformation datasets, and that today’s standard metrics
dramatically overstate their performance.
Fundamentally, these classifiers are limited by the tasks they
attempt to solve. Why have researchers been pursuing tasks that
are doomed to such a fate? The fact that so many researchers and
engineers are attempting to train these models using a standard
supervised learning pipeline may be because the problem of annotator disagreement has been given inadequate attention given
its impact. This may be due to a natural but misleading analogy
that researchers and engineers make between these social computing tasks and classic ML tasks – tasks that supervised learning
has been highly effective at, and for which we find the problem
of disagreement is far less severe. The possible unconscious use
of this analogy masks the impact of disagreement. Downstream,
this masked disagreement results is overestimating the current
capabilities of models and misattributing their limitations.
This is a natural analogy because, on the surface, these tasks seem
similar: for both tasks, we require a large number of diverse examples, getting an individual decision from a human for each example
is often fast, and they operate over text and images. But the analogy breaks down for social computing tasks because, even though
getting a single individual annotator’s decision is fast and easy,
social computing classifiers are attempting to learn a model that
makes decisions consistent with a community’s values or norms,
and many of these decisions would require an entire court case
for each example — and even then, many would disagree with the
court’s ruling. This is why inter-rater agreement can be much lower
for these social computing tasks.
We believe that using disagreement deconvolution is important
because, if researchers and engineers are to overcome this misleading analogy and chart a path forward, we need clear metrics that
can report the scale of the analogy’s breakdown. Metrics that can
compare the process of attempting to train traditional supervised
learning models for these social computing tasks, with the process
of training classic ML tasks. In this paper, we have enabled such
metrics and demonstrated the results they can find.
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Recommendations for usage and reporting

6.3.1 Recommended hyperparameters. The disagreement deconvolution requires choosing values for several hyperparameters. First is
the choice of whether to compute 𝑝 flip using 𝑝 flip_svd or 𝑝 flip_strata .
Then, within both of these options, there are additional hyperparameters to choose from. In this section, we briefly describe recommended hyperparameters. These suggestions should only be used a
starting point, and may vary significantly depending on the characteristic of the dataset. If the hyperparameters are not well-chosen,
then it is possible to significantly inflate disagreement-adjusted
scores. If the disagreement deconvolution is used in a scenario in
which there may be temptation to artificially inflate scores, such as
a competition, then hyperparameters for a particular dataset should
be chosen ahead of time and held constant.
First, on the choice of 𝑝 flip_svd versus 𝑝 flip_strata : as discussed
in earlier sections, 𝑝 flip_strata is advised when the dataset contains
sufficient data for stratification. Sufficient data means that we can
compute reliable 𝑟 self-disagree values for a large enough number of
strata to find a reasonable approximation of 𝑟 self-disagree for most
examples. As a starting point: for typical datasets, we recommend
at least ten strata and that each strata has at least 100 examples
with at least 2 test-retests per example. Select the finest possible
strata gradations for which at least that number of examples will
be present in each strata. To investigate the impact of different
levels of stratification, we recommend computing standard binomial confidence intervals over 𝑟 self-disagree for each stratum and
propagating both the resulting 5th and 95th percentile 𝑟 self-disagree
through our algorithm, which will establish bounds of how your
disagreement-adjusted scores might change were you to re-collect
the data in each strata. You can also inspect the difference between
the 5th and 95th percentile 𝑟 self-disagree of each strata; if the difference seems unreasonable for your task, then you should use strata
with more data. Finally, we recommend repeating this process for
multiple different numbers of strata to get a sense for the possible
error bounds of using different strata values.
If there is not sufficient data available for 𝑝 flip_strata , we instead
suggest considering 𝑝 flip_svd . Not all datasets, however, are appropriate for computing the SVD: there must be a reasonable number
of instances where a few different annotators provided an annotation for the same example. A sanity check for whether the SVD
is appropriate for your dataset is whether, on a held-out test set,
a trained recommender system model using the SVD can achieve
accuracy within the realm of what seems reasonable for your task.
If the accuracy is far lower than you’d expect, this is a sign that
the SVD is a poor fit for your dataset. When using the SVD, we recommend employing one of the popular libraries, which will often
provide reasonable default hyperparameters.
6.3.2 Reporting. When a researcher’s goal is to understand the
extent to which users will agree with a model while deployed, then
disagreement-adjusted scores exhibit the desired behavior, since
users will disagree more with the results of one task (e.g., Jigsaw
harassment) than another (Jigsaw hate speech). We recommend
reporting these scores with “disagreement-adjusted” prepended to
the metric’s standard name; e.g. disagreement-adjusted precision.
However, if, as in today’s ML metrics, a researcher’s goal is to report a model’s technical performance, then disagreement-adjusted

metrics introduce a new challenge: it is difficult to compare them
across multiple different tasks/datasets, because the best possible
performance of each task is inherently limited by the disagreement present in the dataset. If a researcher would like to make
disagreement-adjusted scores comparable between tasks, we recommend normalizing disagreement-adjusted scores against oracle
level performance (their theoretical maximum). The difference between these normalized technical performance metrics and traditional technical performance metrics is that the normalized scores
will 1) use our de-noising procedure to focus on primary annotations, and 2) place more weight on the test set examples that have
more agreement, whereas traditional metrics give each example
equal weight (which, as we discuss earlier in this paper, is not a
valid approach to evaluating the user experience). In cases where
both user experience and technical performance is of interest, we
recommend reporting both of the above numbers.

6.4

Additional ethical considerations

Our approach introduces its own ethical tradeoffs. As described
currently, the deconvolution assigns each annotator equal weight
in the metric, a one-person-one-vote strategy that will disadvantage minority populations [63]. A participatory or value-centered
approach would instead invite stakeholders to the table to help articulate how the community should weigh each annotator’s beliefs.
We will work to mitigate these issues by introducing techniques to
explicitly up-weigh viewpoints from under-represented groups.
In addition, introducing any metric raises the question, “What
second-order consequences will arise from an organization blindly
hillclimbing on this metric?” One upside we hope to achieve is that
organizations and developers will recognize when a classifier is
doomed to failure, because even an oracle classifier has unacceptable performance. However, the most clear risk is again the tyranny
of the majority. The most efficient way to increase a disagreementadjusted metric is for the classifier to predict correctly for members
of the majority group, because they are most numerous in the
dataset. This happens today already, since the majority group dominates the aggregated labels. While our approach does not solve this
issue, it does have one significant upside compared to aggregated
labels: modelers are forced to confront the extent to which the
minority beliefs fundamentally limit their model’s performance, a
fact that standard aggregated metrics hide.

7

CONCLUSION

Social computing tasks, and likely many others in human-computer
interaction as well, are not clean perceptual-level tasks where nearly
every annotator will agree on every label. Instead, social computing tasks often attempt to categorize the messy realities of our
lives [12]. With that messiness comes contestation, disagreement,
and deliberation. The disagreement deconvolution is an attempt to
bridge the realities of machine learning, which requires a meaningful and interpretable evaluation metric, with the realities of social
computing tasks, which require acknowledgment of the inherent
disagreement in the task. We observe that this approach drastically
reduces reported performance on several tasks. If successful, we
hope that this approach will help developers make more informed
decisions about training and deploying classifiers in these contexts.
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